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PROSECCO SAN SIMONE, FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA   

Aromatic, fruity, bubbly, perfect as an aperitif.  
Bright straw yellow colour, f loral and fruity scents of apple, pear,  
white peach and citrus fruit on the nose and fresh, light & persistent on the palate. 

VEUVE CLIQUIOT NV

 
BIRRE ITALIANE

ORGANIC LAGER / Pale Ale

 
COCKTAILS

APEROL SPRITZ  Aperol, prosecco, soda 

NEGRONI  Campari, Vermouth & Bombay gin

NEGRONI SBAGLIATO  Campari, vermouth, prosecco

MARTINI AMALFITANO  Grey goose, fresh lemon, triple sec, basil

ESPRESSO MARTINI   Grey goose, espresso, coffee liqueur

MANHATTAN  Bourbon, Martini Rosso, Martini Bianco, Angostura bitters, orange peel        
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MARCHE BIANCO IGT NV, MONCARO, LE MARCHE  glass / 5  bottle / 23
A light easy drinking blend of Verdicchio & Trebbiano grapes. 

VERDICCHIO, MASSO ISOLATO, LE MARCHE  glass / 6  bottle / 27
Classic easy drinking Verdicchio from le Marche, refreshing and light with well balanced f inish.

FALANGHINA IGT CAMPANIA ‘CAMPO STELLATO’, VILLA MATILDE, CAMPANIA  glass / 7  bottle / 29
The volcanic soil upon which this ancient grape variety is grown produces an elegant wine.  

Floral and fragrant with notable scents of pineapple, peach, rose and hints of sage.

SOAVE CLASSICO DOC, VIGNETO COLOMBARA, ZENATO, VENETO   / 29
A superb single vineyard Classico Soave. Wonderfully crisp and dry with an intense  
yet delicate bouquet thanks to the balanced blend of Garganega and Chardonnay.

‘MAIANA’ SALICE SALENTINO BIANCO DOC, LEONE DE CASTRIS, PUGLIA  glass / 8  bottle / 31
A fresh, balanced Chardonnay produced in stainless steel tanks only so aromas of exotic fruit dominate.

GAVI DI GAVI DOCG ‘ORO’, LA SCOLCA, PIEDMONT    / 35
This prestigious Gavi ‘Gold’ from the oldest producer of Gavi is made using bio-dynamic methods.  

Delicate, dry, rich in body yet fresh. Classic lemon-like citrus f lavours and tingly acidity. 

SHAMARIS IGP SICILIA, CUSUMANO, SICILY   / 36
Made from the indigenous ‘Grillo’ grape traditionally used in the production of Marsala,  

the Cusumano Shamaris is full of Sicilian sunshine. Refreshing notes of white peach and tropical fruits. 

PINOT GRIGIO DOC ALTO ADIGE, LINEA CLASSICA, SAN MICHELE APPIANO, ALTO ADIGE   / 39
Pinot Grigio how it should be. Rich in fruity aromas with notes of pear and a silky mineral character. 

Dry, smooth with a long, pleasant aftertaste. 

SAUVIGNON BIANCO, COLLIO, LIVON, FRUILI  glass / 8  bottle / 39
A classic Sauvignon Bianco par excellence from Dolomite mountains. 

VINI BIANCHI Italian white wines

I  NOSTRI VINI

 VINTAGES 



SANCERRE FERAND GIRARD, LOIRE   2019/20   glass / 10   bottle / 39
Perfectly clean, crisp mineral palate with lemon and green apple f lavours.  

A long lasting f inish, dry but with a lovely fruity balance. 

‘IS ARGIOLAS’ DOC VERMENTINO, ARGIOLAS, SARDEGNA   2020    / 44
Ripe with tropical fruit notes thanks to longer time spent on the vine and the warm Sardinian climate.  

Aromas and flavours of ripe apricots, peaches and a bright, surprising acidity. 

LANGHE CHARDONNAY DOC ‘SERMINE’, CA DEL BAIO, PIEDMONT   2019/20    / 45
Wonderful Chardonnay with hints of toast and butter thanks to a short period in French oak for only 
 a small portion of the wine. The fermentation in stainless steel gives the wine an aromatic freshness  

with notes of peach, mango and hazelnut.

ROERO ARNEIS, BRUNA GIACOSA, PIEDMONT   2019/20   glass / 12   bottle / 49
Dark, straw-yellow colour. Intense, f ine and elegantly fruity and floral bouquet.  
Fresh, impeccably balanced and very drinkable, with a long, delicate aftertaste. 

‘VIGNA’NGENA’ DOCG VERMENTINO DI GALLURA, CAPICHERA, SARDEGNA   2020   / 64
The Capichera wines are considered to be amongst the best in Sardinia and this is no exception.  

Intense aromas of orange blossom, iris and hawthorn with notes of apple and mineral notes on the f inish.

CERVARO DELLA SALA, ANTINORI, TUSCANY   2018/19  / 98
A blend of Chardonnay grapes and a small quantity of Grechetto, make a wine that represents the elegance  

and complexity of this unique estate. The nose shows light toasted notes accompanied by aromas of citrus fruit,  
tropical fruit,and hints of butter. The palate is notably savory and fresh



VINI ROSSI Italian red wines

I  NOSTRI VINI

MARCHE ROSSO IGT NV, MONCARO, LE MARCHE  glass / 5  bottle / 23
A blend of Sangiovese and Montepulciano from hillside vineyards in the Marche. Soft, easy drinking wine.

 ‘ IL MEDAGLIONE’ NEGROAMARO IGT SALENTO, LEONE DE CASTRIS, PUGLIA  glass / 6  bottle / 29
   2018/19) A rich, warm, full bodied red with an intense, delicate bouquet, characterised by hints of plum and blackberry.

MONGRANA ORGANIC, QUERCIABELLA, TUSCANY   2018/19  / 32
A burst of dark cherry, plum, spice, new leather and chocolate gives this vintage so much immediacy and sheer appeal. 

DOLCETTO D’ALBA, ORGANIC, PUNSET, NEIVE, PIEDMONT   2017/18  / 34 
Dolcetto d’Alba is a lively ruby red colour. Full-bodied and harmonious with a pleasant almond finish. 

This wine is juicy, lively, and pure joy in a glass - exactly what Dolcetto should be. 

VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE DOC, ZENATO, VENETO   2018/19  glass / 7  bottle / 36
Velvety smooth berry, cherry flavours and a great rounded finish. From one of the Veneto’s most prestigious wine Estates. 

BARBERA D’ALBA DOC PAOLINA, CA DEL BAIO, PIEDMONT   2018/19  / 38
Robust yet fresh. A great food partner. Deeply coloured w/ plenty of cherry, redcurrant & raspberry fruit, crisp acidity & medium, soft tannins. 

CHIANTI CLASSICO ROCCA DELLE MACIE, TUSCANY   2018/19  / 41
A lively, ruby-red wine that expresses character, freshness and terroir, and is laden with aromas of cherry and violet. 

SALICE SALENTINO ROSSO DOC RISERVA, LEONE DE CASTRIS, PUGLIA   2016/17   glass / 8  bottle / 42
A rich full-bodied blend of the Negroamaro & Malvasia Nera di Lecce grapes from the Southern Italian region  

of Puglia. Intense layers of blackberry jam, sweet spice, liquorice and toast on the nose. Velvety, elegant tannins.

CHIANTI CHAINATI CLASSICO ORGANIC, QUERCIABELLA, TUSCANY   2017/18  / 43
This Chianti Classico is an explosion of floral-infused aromatics and red-toned fruit, all in the super-classic mid-weight style 

IL ROSSO, DECUGNANO DEI BARBI, UMBRIA   2017/18)  glass / 11  bottle / 44
A blend of Merlot, Sangiovese and Cabernet Sauvignon that offers aromas of ripe black fruit alongside toasted sensations  

of oak. This easy-drinking, enjoyable style delivers juicy plum, blackberry and spice f lavors alongside velvety tannins.

PINOT NERO RISERVA DOC, LINEA SELEZIONI, SAN MICHELE APPIANO, ALTO ADIGE   2017/18  / 47
One of the world’s most cherished and demanding red wines. Delicate aromas reminiscent of wild berries,  

raspberry and blackberry. Elegant, fruity and spicy on the palate.  

CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA ROCCA DELLE MACIE, TUSCANY   2016/17  / 52
90% Sangiovese and 10% Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot grapes combine to create this Chianti Riserva  

with its aroma of blackcurrant and marasca cherries, with notes of pepper and sweet spices.

RIPASSA VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO DOC SUPERIORE, ZENATO, VENETO   2017/18   / 52
Baby Amarone. Intense, persistent, full bodied yet velvety smooth. 

TANCA FARRÀ, SELLA E MOSCA, SARDEGNA   2015/16  glass / 11  bottle / 54
An equal split of Cannanao & Cabernet Sauvignon. A complex nose suggest both the complexity  

of the Cannonau and the strength of the Cabernet with hints of oak.A well-structured palate with smooth,  
complex tannins and balanced acidity.

 VINTAGES 



GUTTURNIO RISERVA, DOC, IL CASELLO, EMILIA ROMAGNA  glass / 12  bottle / 54
Exclusive to Il Portico, A equal blend of Barbera & Bonarda grapes from the family estate  

in Emilia Romagna producing a wonderfully smooth and refined Gutturnio.

BARBARESCO DOCG VALLEGRANDE, CA DEL BAIO, PIEDMONT   2017/18  glass / 13  bottle / 59
Produced from ‘Nebbiolo’ (meaning ‘little fog’), the same grape that is used to produce its more famous  
sibling Barolo, this is an exceptional example of Barbaresco. Full bodied yet with soft, velvety tannins.  

Intense fruity notes of plums, blackberries and spicy hints of vanilla and roasted hazelnuts.

VIGNA 1922, SANGIOVESE DI ROMAGNA RISERVA, TORRE SAN MARTINO, EMILIA ROMAGNA   2016/17   / 62
Made exclusively from an ancient vine in the Torre Estate that dates back to 1922, this Sangiovese is ref ined,  

intense with fruity and spicy f lavours and touches of blackberry. 

GUIDALBERTO, TENUTA SAN GUIDO, TUSCANY   2018/19  glass /15  bottle / 62 
Sassicaia’s younger brother, Guidalberto  offers incredible value. The fruit is very pure and inviting, and  

harmonises beautifully with sweet spice notes from the oak. Full body, polished tannins and a long, long f inish. 

CHATEAU CAPBERN, ST ESTEPHE, BORDEAUX   2015/16   / 65
The Capbern is a blend of 68% Cabernet Sauvignon, 28% Merlot and 4% Petit Verdot. A lovely crisp blackberry and bilberry scented bouquet, 

quite linear, a floral aspect emerging after a couple of minutes in the glass. The palate is medium-bodied with  a structured opening 

VILLA DONORATICO DOC BOLGHERI, TENUTA ARGENTIERA, TUSCANY   2018/19   / 65
From the home of Sassicaia, Villa Donoratico holds its own. A bold, large and complex blend of  

Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Petit Verdot and Merlot that truly reflects the terroir of Bolgheri. 

CHATEAU TRONQUOY-LALANDE, SAINT-ESTEPHE   2012/13   / 66
This excellent wine  delivers sweet cassis and blueberry fruit that hits the palate with serious authority, admirable purity,  

impressive texture and a medium-bodied, long finish. 57% Merlot, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon and small amounts of  
Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot. 

GRANRESERVA 904, LA RIOJA ALTA, RIOJA   2011/12   / 78
Enticing scents of balsam, spice, leather and coconut lead onto a silky smooth, medium-bodied palate.  

Incredible length on the finish with lingering notes of spice and roasted coffee. Structured, elegant and refined! 

CHATEAU LES ORMES DE PEZ, CRU BOURGEOIS, BORDEAUX   2016/17  glass /19  bottle / 79 
The Les Ormes de Pez has a tightly wound, graphite-scented bouquet that needs a little coaxing from the glass  

but then reveals discreet minerally scents mixed with sous-bois. The palate is medium-bodied with quite succulent tannin

CHATEAU LES CRUZELLES, LALANDE DE POMEROL, BORDEAUX   2015/16   / 82 
Les Cruzelles is a blend of 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc on gravel/clayey soil. The palate is beautifully proportioned  

with crisp tannin, a fine line of acidity, somehow gentle and understated on the finish, but very long in the mouth. 

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO DOCG, CAMIGLIANO, TUSCANY   2016/17   / 85
Full bodied with great structure. Elegant, velvety and dry to taste w/ pretty aromas of cherry, ripe strawberries and vanilla. 

MARCHESE DI VILLAMARINA, SELLA E MOSCA, SARDEGNA   2014/15   / 86
100% Cabernet Sauvignon. Deep garnet, with a cherry, pepper, tobacco and coffee nose. Produced only in top vintages,  

the character of the Cabernet takes on a distinctly Mediterranean slant, from the breadth and intensity of its aromas  
to the warmth and fullness of the highly complex palate.



MAGNUM VINI MAGNUMS

I  NOSTRI VINI ROSÉ  glass / bottle

RIPASSA VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO DOC SUPERIORE, ZENATO, VENETO   / 99
Baby Amarone. Intense, persistent, full bodied yet velvety smooth. 

AMARONE CLASSICO DELLA VALPOLICELLA DOC, ZENATO, VENETO   / 165
This world renowned family estate has won countless accolades for its wine especially its Amarone, c 

onsidered to be the king of the Veronese wines. Rich, lingering, spicy, strong yet smooth and supple tannins. 

BAROLO DOCG BRICCO GATTERA DOC, CORDERO DI MONTEZEMOLO, PIEDMONT  / 225
Bouquet of violets, raspberries, liquorice and cherries. Soft on the palate with great structure. One of Barolo’s best producers.

ROSÉ CÔTEAUX VAROIS EN PROVENCE AOP, DOMAINE ESTIENNE, PROVENCE   2020   / 7   / 33
Perfect for drinking all year round. Delicious notes of candied fruit coupled with tart citrus f lavours.  

Wonderfully fruity on the palate with a dry f inish. Well rounded and refreshing.
 

ROSE DE NYMPHE EMUE ORGANIC, MARIS   2020   / 9   / 35 
An organic rosé that honours Mediterranean and summer dishes! Very fresh and has great balance between fruity and floral flavours.

AMARONE CLASSICO DELLA VALPOLICELLA DOC, ZENATO, VENETO   2016/17   / 87
This world renowned family estate has won countless accolades for its wine especially its Amarone,  

considered to be the king of the Veronese wines. Rich, lingering, spicy, strong yet smooth and supple tannins. 

TURRIGA IGT ISOLA DEI NURAGHI, ARGIOLAS, SARDEGNA   2016/17   / 105
It would be an understatement to call this wine, iconic. Turriga is a rare Italian gem with aromas of Morello cherry, mulberry, blackcurrant.  

Full bodied and concentrated with f irm tannins yet a ref ined, sleek mouthfeel and a f inish that never seems to end. 

BAROLO DOCG BRICCO GATTERA DOC, CORDERO DI MONTEZEMOLO, PIEDMONT   2017/18   / 118
Bouquet of violets, raspberries, liquorice and cherries. Soft on the palate with great structure. One of Barolo’s best producers.

ARGENTIERA DOC BOLGHERI SUPERIORE, TENUTA ARGENTIERA, BOLGHERI, TUSCANY   2017/18   / 120
Classic Bordeaux grape varieties given a Tuscan twist from one of the most prestigious wine areas of this world famous region.  

Structured, fresh and mineral in perfect harmony with sweet, velvety tannins. Complex notes of mint, eucalyptus,liquorice  
and coffee combine with fruity f lavours of plums, cassis, blackberries and cherry. 

SAFFEDI IGT, FATTORIA LE PUPILLE, TUSCANY   2018/19   / 125 
The nose of deep concentration of red fruits where the currant predominates evolves into spicy, fresh and balsamic notes.  

The palate of rich and round body opens up with dense tannins, characterised by a great evolutionary harmony.
 

BAROLO CERETTA, DAVIDE FREGONESE, PIEDMONT   2015/16  / 128 
Taut, elegant, ethereal expression of Nebbiolo. A purebred Barolo that entices with notes of red fruits,  

meadow flowers and just hints of Italian leather and spices. 

I  NOSTRI VINI
VINI ROSSI Italian red wines



MARCHE ROSSO IGT NV, MONCARO, MARCHE   / 5

‘IL MEDAGLIONE’ NEGROAMARO IGT SALENTO, LEONE DE CASTRIS, PUGLIA   / 6
 

VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE DOC, ZENATO, VENETO   / 7

SALICE SALENTINO ROSSO DOC RISERVA, LEONE DE CASTRIS, PUGLIA   / 8

IL ROSSO, DECUGNANO DEI BARBI, UMBRIA 2014   / 11

TANCA FARRÀ, SELLA E MOSCA, SARDEGNA   / 11

GUTTURNIO RISERVA, DOC, IL CASELLO, EMILIA ROMAGNA   / 12

BARBARESCO DOCG VALLEGRANDE, CA DEL BAIO, PIEDMONT   / 13

GUIDALBERTO, TENUTA SAN GUIDO, TUSCANY  /15 

CHATEAU LES ORMES DE PEZ, CRU BOURGEOIS, BORDEAUX  /19

MARCHE BIANCO IGT NV, MONCARO, LE MARCHE   / 5

VERDICCHIO, MASSO ISOLATO, LE MARCHE   / 6

FALANGHINA IGT CAMPANIA ‘CAMPO STELLATO’, VILLA MATILDE, CAMPANIA   / 7

‘MAIANA’ SALICE SALENTINO BIANCO DOC, LEONE DE CASTRIS, PUGLIA   / 8

SAUVIGNON BIANCO, COLLIO, LIVON, FRUILI   / 8

SANCERRE FERAND GIRARD, LOIRE   / 10  

ROERO ARNEIS, BRUNA GIACOSA, PIEDMONT   / 12

AL BICCHIERE BIANCO glass

AL BICCHIERE ROSSO glass



Ristorante Il Portico
277 Kensington High Street, London W8 6NA

+44 (020) 7602 6262

www.famigliaportico.co.uk

Closed on Sunday/Monday and Bank Holidays.
Open for Lunch and Dinner all other times.


